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Louisiana Iris 
Louisiana Iris are essentially water plants that come originally from the swamps of Louisiana. They are 
very adaptable and can be grown successfully in standing water, along the edges of dams, lakes or lagoons, 
or as ordinary garden perennials as long as they are given plenty of water. They are spectacular plants and 
should grow well in all American gardens. 

The Taylor irises are known worldwide and John enjoys the reputation of being one of the world's 
leaders in producing these beautiful plants. 

Louisiana Iris should be planted in a well -prepared and heavily composted soil but not directly into 
compost as they need immediate contact with a sandy loam to get tl1eir roots established. Once 
established they will grow and increase very quickly. They can be grown in full sun or partial shade and 
prefer an acid soil. Alkaline soils can be improved by the addition of sulfur. Once Louisiana Iris are 
established they should be heavily mulched for best results . Any well -rotted animal manure or compost 
is excellent. 

Rhizomes should be planted about 2 " below the soil surface and about 36" apart as they are vigorous 
growers and the rhizomes will spread among neighboring plants. Depending on vigor they can be 
replanted every 3 to 4 years but, ifleft undisturbed in the ground, they need to be fed heavily with animal 
manure and chemical fertilizers. 

Louisiana Iris normally bloom towards the middle and end of the tall bearded season and come in 
all sizes and heights with height of spike va11'ing from 15 inches to nearly 6 feet . 

Louisiana Introductions for 1992 

Alluvial Gold (Taylor 192) ... ................. . $20.00 
42 " Clear mid yellow with deeper mid ribs and usually more 
yellow tha pictured. Well formed flowers are gently ruffled. 
Vigorous with good bud count. Blooms mid to late season. 
(Dazzling Star X Watchout) HC '90. 

Ice Magic (Taylor 192) .. ........... ........ ... ... $20.00 
42 " Creamy white self with darker veining and an orange 
line signal on tl1e petals only. Darker cream styles. Distinctly 
different and extremely vigorous. Blooms mid season . 
(Warramunda X Helen Naish ) HC '90. 

Laser Show (Taylor 192) ............ .. ..... ..... $20.00 
48" Very tall and very distinctive. Sepals are marbled cream 
and magenta- mauve. Petals are solid darker magenta with 
a cream rim and reverse . Signals are yellow with a green line. 
Styles are light mauve- magenta and cream. Good branch 
ing and multibudded. Bloom mid to late season. (Lucille 
Holley x Dazzling Star) HC '90. 

Pacific Coast Hybridizers 
proudly presents 

Margaret Lee (Taylor 192) ••••••••.•••••••••••. $35.00 
48" Rounded and ruffled very large flowers are beyond 
description. Sepals are variable and often marbled magenta 
pink. Petals are much deeper magenta with a light buff pink t 
edge and reverse. Styles are buff, tipped pink. Petals carry 
a large yellow signal. Leather like substance and near perfect 
form. Tall spikes have excellent branching and many buds. 
Sensational in the garden and on the show bench. Bloom 
mid to late season. (Dazzling Star x Helen Naish) HM '90 . 

Obvious Heir (Taylor 192) .... ...... ...... ... .. $20.00 
42 " Rounded and heavily ruffled milk white with strong 
olive green veins and signals on all floral parts. The flowers 
are precisely rippled ruffled. Blooms mid season. (Dazzling 
Star x Helen Naish ) HC '90 

Purple Pallas (Taylor 192) ........ .... ...... .... $30.00 
35 ", beautifully formed purple bi tone with a lighter serrated 
edge on the petals, purple styles and yellow signals. Out
standing. (Joel Fletcher x Limited Edition ) AM '90. 

N::)te : 'Th: a,.ard3 rrtEd ab:Jve are: 

The Royal Australian Collection 
HC: The Australian "Highly Commended " 

One of each 
HM: The Australian "Honorable Mention " 

Alluvial Gold - Ice Magic - Obvious Heir AM: The Australian "Award of Merit " 

$50.00 
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-~ 
'~ ~ C... Dance Master 

" . ~ ~ J (Ken Mohr '92) ............ $35.00 
~ ~ ~~\> O"- This texture-veined blue-violet neglecta has gathered 

V admirers due to it deep, fluted, and scalloped ruffiing. The 
A"' ./ 1 ,, , blue standards are tinted with lavender and there is a strong flush 

' ~ ~ , ' of darker blue-violet up the midribs; wide, broad falls are medium-
~ V' r ' to-dark blue-violet, paling beneath the lemon tipped whitish beards, 
~ V ~\-I texture veined in even darker blue-violet. With good branching and bud 

"' V count, the stalks are produced by plants that grow and bloom with ease. 
~ \' 

0
~ Nordic Seas X Mists of Avalon sister. 

V' ~v Grand Praise (H. C. Mohr '92) ............. $35 .00 
At the AIS National at Memphis, this received grand praise as M-4-1 and 

,(,_ "Ill was voted an H.C. award. The full, domed standards are a rich apricot-

~

\. ' orange, flushed melon-pink at the midribs, and the wide, round falls of 
cream-white are precisely banded in apricot-orange. Vivid tangerine 
beards shine out of the heart of the flower and, flowering in midseason, 
these distinctive flowers are carried on strong stalks-double buds and 
three branches plus terminal. Orange Float X Orange Wave. 

Mountain Lightning (Ken Mohr '92) ..... $35 .00 
A digging mistake resulted in the loss of most of the stock to this variety, 
but we can now release this beautifully ruffied, wide and round dark blue
violet self, accented by the lemon beards that are tipped white. With its 
satin finish, this iris has great refinement and blooming in the late garden, 
it has the substance to stand up to warm and hot weather. With two 
branches, spur, and terminal, the stalks carry seven or more buds. 

Music Lover (Bryce Wi ll iamson '92) .. .. $35.00 
This shimmering lavender-orchid, brushed, flushed, and infused with 

peach-pink at the hafts and midribs, has huge, imposing flowers that 
are carried on sturdy, talJ S-curve stalks. Eight or more buds are 
not unusual and the rounded flower petals are encircled with 
lavish, heavy lace, although the flowers do not have problems 
opening. A continuation of my work with Words of Love, 

Music Lover is the result of crossing Love and Desire 
X Love Poem. Tangerine-red beards complete this iris. 

Richard B. Harris 
(G. Anderson '92) ... ........ ... $35.00 

From the same cross that produced Hamner's Quasar, Catalyst X 
Well Endowed, Richard B. Harris is one of the very first irises to bloom 

in the early garden and it will provide a blazing pool of sunshine even on 
the most cold and cloudy day: this full cadmium-yellow self is so rich and 
so bright that it shines across the garden. With two branches, spur, and 
terminal, the stalks are 32 11 tall, the growth is very good, and we know that 
you will find this a great color gem to open your iris season. 

Sweet Adela (Helen Monroe '92) .. .. .. ... $35.00 
Helen considered this to be her best iris and named it, as a result, for her 
granddaughter. From the cross of Sunlit Coral X Movie Queen, this 
medium blue-pink self takes the best qualities from both parents. From 
Sunlit Coral, Sweet Adela has inherited a wonderfully branched and 
budded stalk, as well as a plant that grows and blooms with ease, and, from 
Movie Queen, has come the further refinement of form so typical of the 
Gatty-look: nicely ruffied flowers of great refinement and an elegant 
shape. 
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Pacific Coast Hybridizer's Tall Bearded Iris 

Our 1992 General Listing 

Aerial Ballet (K. Morh '89) ...................... $7.50 
This mid-blue self has great purity of coloring and the 
form-wide, blocky, and deeply ruffled-is without peer. 
In addition, the plant habits and superior branching are all 
that could be expected (Quiet Kingdom X Effervescent) 

Aficionado (Williamson '88) ................... $5.00 
When first opened, the cream-yellow flowers have a distinc
tive oyster washing of fancy plicata markings on the falls and 
standards and ginger-brown plicata marks sanded at the 
hafts; however, as the flower ages, it undergoes a pro
nounced color change, becoming a rich cream with only the 
ginger-brown plicata marks remaining. (Pencil Sketch X 
Dixie Dessert) 

Altruist (Schreiners '87) .......................... $7.50 
For coloring, this counts as very blue; the ruffled flowers are 
highlighted by a cool blue-white spray at the beards and 
bases of the midribs. (Victoria Falls sdlg. X Tide's In). HM 
'89,AM '91 

America's Cup (McWhirter '89) .............. $8.00 
Clean, crisp, large white flowers with wonderful branching 
and bud count. (Skating Party X Winterscape). HM '91 

Amorous Embrace (J. Nelson '87) ........... $3.25 
This quality new pink iris is a deep and rich self of baby
ribbon pink, highlighted by tangerine beards, ruffling and 
light lace, and a wide, rounded form that is totally modern. 

Anon (J. Gibson '75) ................................ 3.25 
One of the all time beautiful irisesapricot and tan plicata with 
tangerine beards; the hafts are sanded and brushed in rust
red. (Apricot Blaze sdlb. X Smoke Rings sdlg.) HM '76 

Arkansas Skies (H. Rowland '81) ............ $4.50 
Clean and pleasing of form-a mid-blue shaded with some 
violet. Long, upturning, whimsical horns at the ends of the 
beards will tickle your fancy. ( (Wenatchee Skies x (Flounced 
Frivolite x ( (Spanish Peaks x Chivalry) x Happy Birthday))). 

Armistice (Williamson '79) ..................... $3.25 
Here the accent is on fine form with the plum coloring 
shaded with amber in the standards and hafts. (Deja Vu X 
Louise Watts) 

Avenging Angel (Williamson '84) ........... $3.25 
A good ruffled burgundy red for warm climates-plants 
grow with ease and flower with ease; much to our surprise, 
it is getting good press in cold climates too. ( ( ( Gay Tracery 
x Witches' Brew) x War Lord) X Anticipation). 

Aztec Sun (P. Dyer '81) .......................... $3.25 
A fine quality yellow-gold self for the early to mid-season 

garden. Tall, well branched, with wide, clean flowers and 
many buds. (Prosperity X White Lighthing). HM '84. 

Aztec Treasures (L. Miller '84) ............... $8.00 
A dashing bitone with lustrous yellow standards and rich 
darker buttercup yellow falls that are overlaid in deep honey 
tones. The classically molded flowers possess heavy sub
stance and enjoy perfect ruffled flaring form. 8-9 buds are 
held on nicely branched stems. HM '87 

Azure Luster (J. Weiler '82) .................... $3.25 
With a fine, well-budded and branched stalk, this is a clean, 
mid-blue with a fine carriage that shows up afar. (((Pacific 
Panorama x Seaside) x Wedding Vow) X (Wedding Vow x 
((Pacific Panorama x Giant Indiglow) x Alves 65-176))). 
HM'84. 

Baja Bandit (B. Hamner '81) .................. $3.25 
A color gem that is a bright and vivid even-blending of 
golden-tan and brown. It really shines in the garden and has 
a shorter stalk and good plant habits too. (Spiced Honey X 
(Taste of Honey x Honey Nectar)). HM '84 

Ballet Folklorico (Williamson '87) .......... $5.00 
A smooth blending of caramel, henna, and rust-brown with 
a subdued blaze of violet beneath the lemon-yellow beards. 
A nicely ruffled early flowering variety. (Spiced-Honey X 
Chamber Music). 

Berry Sherbert (K. Morh '90) ..... .......... $25.00 
Medium blue-pink standards, infused with rose-violet at the 
midribs, are carried over deeper rose-violet falls that sport 
coral-orange beards. The entire flower is lightly ruffled; this 
early to midseason variety has good branching and bud 
count; 34". (Exotic Flare X Heather Blush). 

Best Bet (Schreiners '88) ...................... $10.00 
Nicely shaped and the contrast between the light blue-violet 
standards and the wide, ruffled dark blue-violet is stunning. 
Often produces two to three stems per plant early in the 
bloom season and then tends to bloom again in the fall. 
(Seedlings involving Amigo's Guitar, Navy Strut, and Royal 
Regency sib.) X Titan's Glory). HM '90. 

Beverly Sills (B. Hager '79) ..................... $3.50 
A rich pink coloring, ruffling and lace, and wonderful hybrid 
vigor; one of the most popular of recent irises. (Pink 
Pirouette X Vanity). HC '78, HM '81, AM '83, DM '85. 

Bishop's Cloak (C. Tompkins '85) .......... $4.00 
A wide, ruffled and lightly laced flower of rich, dark pinkish
violet. With amber shoulders and red beards, it is superfine. 
(74-114 X (Twilight Sky x Garnet Glow) x Password). 
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Blackout (W. Luihn '86) ............. ... ......... $5.00 
A lightly-ruffied, tall early blue-black self. With its wide, 
spreading form, this is definitely one of the darkest iris we 
grow. (By Night X Navy Chant) HM '88. 

Blue Glory (K. Mohr '83) ........ ...... .......... $4.00 
This Border Bearded has kept its 24 " height in Kentucky 
and Southern California; a smooth self of violet-blue, the 
form is rounded and ruffied . White beards provide contrast. 
(Winter Panorama x (Babbling Brook x Cup Race )) 

Blues Singer (L. Gaulter '84) ................... $4.00 
With its heavily ruffied form and its rich, deep royal blue 
coloring, the lovely flowers are accented by white beards . 
(His lordship X Navy Strut) 

Boysenberry (K. Morh '79) .................. ... $3.50 
Medium-to-dark rose-violet with a fancy spray pattern of 
white shot across the falls ; the flower's shape fits the shorter 
stalks. (Vaudeville X April Melody) 

Boy Friend (Williamson '86) .................. $3 .50 
Brightly colored standards of copper-brown and falls of 
golden-tan. Nicely shaped flowers and plants that grow 
with abundant vigor. (Meadowlark Fringe X (Prosperity x 
(Western Sun x New Moon))). HM '88 

(r) Breakers (Sch rei ners '86) ........... .. .... .. $ 5 .00 
Not only does it have good purity of coloring-a medium 
blue-violet self, but the form is wide, ruffied, and generous; 
we have lots of good rebloom from this variety. Four 
branched stems with 8-10 buds. (Victoria Falls X (Ship
shape x Sailor's Dance)) . HC '83, HM '88, AM '90 

Bride's Manor (H.C. Mohr, '84) ............. $4.25 
Cleanly colored yellow and white with all of the petal edges 
nicely ruffied and lightly laced . (Bride's Halo X Country 
Manor) 

Bronze Sculpture (G. Gaddie '84) .......... $3.25 
Different breeding produced this bronze toned bicolor that 
has been an exceptional grower in a variety of climates. HM 
'86 

Bubbling Over (J. Ghio '82) ................... $4.00 
Silver-lavender that is swirled and whirled in tons of ruffiing; 
a hit with all who have seen it in bloom. ( (Seance x (Sterling 
Silver x (Silver Skies x First Snow) )) X Mary Frances). HC 
'81, HM '84, AM '86 

Buckthorn (D. Meek '79) ....................... $4.50 
Evoking the wild west, this medium brown blend has beards 
that end in horns and spoons. Quite unique. (( Coraband 
x Spooned Blaze sdlg.) X ( Golden Chord x Carmel Kisses 
Sdlg.)). 

Burgemeister (Schreiners '87) .............. $10.00 
We like the pretty rounded, orbicular shape of this bicolor 
with straw-buff-yellow standards and wine-violet falls. 
(Lorilee X sdlg. involving Navajo Blanket). HM '89 

By Night (Schreiners '76) ....................... $3.25 
A very deep blue-violet to black. Unlike many in this 

coloring, this does quite well in warm climates. (((Black 
Onyx x N379-l ) x Prince Indigo ) x Ecstatic Night ). HM 
'77 

Cabaret Royale (B. Blyth '76) ................. $4.00 
Totally different- lavender-blue standards and dark black
ish-blue falls and vivid tangerine red beards. Not perfect, 
but a color gem with a rather unconventional open form. 

Cable Car (W. Luihn '82) ........... .... ........ $3.25 
This brown has the accent on the wide, ruffied form and the 
rich coloring-a rich brown, flushed with golden-brown, 
blooming early; good growth . ((Temple Gold x Ormolu ) 
x seedings involving Dutch Chocolate, Calaiente, Oriental 
Glory, Huntsman, Tompkins 54-173, Band, Stop, Captain 
Gallant, and Tampico ). HM '84 

Cafe Society (J. Ghio '85) ....................... $4.00 
This honey-toned brown bicolored blend is proving to be 
not only popular, but also a good growing iris in all climates . 
One of the best recent Ghio introductions; well branched 
too! (Toastmaster sib X Praline) . HM '87 

Camelot Rose (C. Tompkins '65) ...... ...... $3.25 
With pinkish-orchid standards; deep wine-magenta falls, 
tangerine beards. Still good after 25 years and a husky 
growing variety. (( Clarion Call x reciprocal cross ) x 
Balinesian ). HM '66, AM '68 

Carnival Magic (Williamson '87) .......... $5.50 
The rich butterscotch-gold standards are firmly swirled 
close; the cream falls have a wide sanded and brushed border 
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of very dark rust-brown-black. Blooming at the beginning 
of the season, this variety grows freely, producing 34" stalks 
with three branches, spur, and terminal with 9 or more buds. 
(Plum Gleam x Caramba). 

Celestial Ballet (D. Mohr '78) ................. $3.25 
A shorter white iris - clean and pure. 

Celtic Prince (Williamson '91) ............. $30.00 
Unlike its sister seedling, Aficionado, this variety is much 
more in keeping with the results expected from the cross: 
the standards are buff-cream-yellow, tinted with greenish
olive, and the falls, sporting a white patch in the falls, repeat 
the color of the standards and then are sanded and striped 
with rust-brown plicata markings. Good branching and bud 
count combine with good growth in an iris that does equally 
well in dry and wet climates. 

(r) Champagne Elegance (Niswonger '87)$7.00 
A strong tendency to re bloom on this pastel bicolor of soft 
lavender standards, tinted pink, and cocoa-buff-pink falls 
promises to make this a popular recent introduction. Con
sistently reblooms in late summer. (((Magnetic Isle x 
Rhytl1m and Blues) x Snowlight) x (Coral Strand x Peach 
Spot)). HM '88, am '91 

Champagne Taste (H.C. Mohr 190) ....... $20.00 
Standards are a soft tint of buff-apricot-pink and the falls are 
cream with a quarter inch band of buff-apricot-pink. The 
beards are white with each hair of the beards tipped in coral
red . With heavy substance and a lovely, ruffled form, this 
banded variety will grow and bloom with ease in mild 
climates. (Trevi Fountain x Exuberant). 

Chico Maid (W. Luihn '85) .................... $3.50 
With a very rounded form, this blue-white with deeper blue 
beards has been a popular new iris, winning many admirers. 
For flower form, this is a fine improvement on its parent, 
Song ofNorway. ((Contempo x Five Star Admiral) x Song 
of Norway). HM '87, AM '89 

Chief Redskin (B. Hamner '84) ............... $3.50 
Unusual, but pretty for coloring - sort of a burnt raspberry
orange-coppertan color with tangerine beards. This is 
unusual for this color class since tl1e form is really quite 
good. (Seedling x Good Earth). HM '86 

China Dragon (G. Shoop '79) ................ $3.50 
A wonderful valencia-orange with good form; one of the 
wildest, deepest, richest, orange colorings yet created. HM 
81 

Churchill Downs (K. Mohr '88) .............. $7.50 
A lemon-yellow self blazed with cream beneath the lemon 
beards and the entire flower is whirled into a finished 
creation by deep fluting. Good branching, bud count, and 
healthy, vigorous plants. (Bride's Manor x (sun City x 
Temple Gold)). 

Cinema (Williamson '82) ....................... $3.25 
Fine branching and triple buds on this butter-yellow with 
deeper veining and cream white fall area; plants grow with 
ease. (Islands of Light x Fan Club). 

Cloud Fire (B. Brown 183) ...................... $4.50 
Nicely ruffled, clean white, with tangerine beards. Since this 
grows so well it has been sadly overlooked. 

Color Splash (Schreiners '80) ................. $4.00 
Bicolor with rich orchid-pink standards and deep rose falls; 
tangering-red beards. Quality at a good price. HM '82 

Comedian (K. Mohr '91) ...................... $30.00 
Ken used the Hamner's ever-lovely Heather Blush with a 
wide variety ofbicolors and this has to be the wildest result. 
Start with huge, sturdy stalks that top 40 inches, add a 
heavily substanced flower of gargantuan proportions, and 
tl1en add the pattern-pink standards and rose falls with a 
white spray pattern over the falls. The spray pattern be
comes more pronounced as the flower fully opens and ages 
and provides the inspiration for the name. 

Copyright (E. Roderick '83) .................... $3.50 
Soft, but fully colored, medium yellow self with the accent 
on the deeply ruffied form that turns the flowers into visions 
offluff. (Pleated Gown x Kentucky Derby). HM '85 

Cordial Sunshine (Williamson '86) ......... $3.50 
With its very wide form-the hafts touch-and its blending 
of cream and dresden-yellow shaded with a touch of pink, 
this is our best approach to a red bearded yellow to date. 
(Warm Gold x Treasure Room). 

(r) Corn Harvest (Wyatt '77) ................. $3.50 
Sunny yellow of good form and reliable rebloom too; well 
rebloom in most climates and areas-though the blooms 
tend to be carried on shorter stalks. (Leora Kate x Double 
Indemnity). 

Cranberry Crush (T. Aitken '86) ............. $3.75 
With light blue violet standards and satin finished red-violet 
falls, this is a stunning neglecta. (Going My Way x Mys
tique). HM '88, AM '90 

Cup of Cocoa (G. Plough '82) ................ $3.25 
Blended cocoa-gray; surprisingly warm in effect with a 
pinkish tint; these foil colors are of great value in the garden. 
(Secret Society x London Fog sib). 

Dance Music (D. Mohr '88) ................. $12.50 
This full pink self, with rose shadings, not only has the 
exquisite, ruffled form ofits parent Valentine Roses, and the 
wonderful hybrid vigor, but also a richness of coloring that 
will compete with any pink that we have seen. (Valentine 
Roses x (Starfrost Pink x (Pink Peace x Pink Angel))). 

Dazzling Cold (D.C. Anderson '81) ....... $3.50 
Flashy fold standards; gold falls are veined in wine-red. 
Powerful color impact. ( Radiant Apogee x West Coast. HM 
'83,AM '85 

Desert Echo (D. Meek '80) ..................... $3.25 
Wide, generously rounded and ruffied in form, greenish 
butter-yellow wiili brown sprayed over ilie falls. (Pencil 
Sketch x Dixie Desert) HM '82 
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Desert Lark (I. Nelson '88) ................... $10.00 
Subtle, but very refined pastel plicata. Around creamy 
yellow grounds, the closed standards are brushed and 
dotted in soft beige-tan and the round, orbicular falls-so 
wide that they touch at the hafts-are banded and hafted in 
that same soft beige-tan. 

Desert Mist (Williamson '82) ................. $3.25 
Subtle, but well done tan, cream, and sandalwood plicata; 
the shorter stalks carry the large, ruffled flowers. ( Osage 
Buffx (Smoke Rings x Decolletage)) 

Designer Gown (J. Ghio '86) ............. ..... $4.00 
Nicely shaped blue-pink, falls slightly lighter, and the whole 
flower has a wash of concord-pink throughout. ( seedlings 
involvingMagnifique, Louise Watts, Commentary, Claudia 
Rene, Pondetosa, New Moon, and Joyce Terry x Beverly 
Sills). AM '89 

Divine Right (I. Nelson '90) ................. $15.00 
This bright creation is bound to grab your attention in the 
early garden. At 34" the standards are a rich butterscotch
gold and the falls are bright red-brown, henna, and rust
brown blending with fancy cream-white plicata markings 
radiating from the dark yellow-orange beards; the shapely, 
ruffled flowers are carried on stalks with three branches, 
spur, and terminal. 

Drake's Bay (K. Mohr '91) .................... $30.00 
This early blooming fancy neglecta plicata has an appealing 
flower, fine growth habits, and lots of branching with good 
bud count. The lavender-blue standards are infused with 
darker tones and the dark lavender-blue falls are blended 
and shaded in even darker blue-violet. A fancy spray 
patterning of white pours from the hafts and the yellow 
beards across the falls. Fun, yet refined. 

Dualtone (0. Brown '77) ....................... $3.25 
Gives a good efffect-soft pink and lavender-blue bicolor. 
Refined in form, subtle in carriage, and one of the best from 
Opal Brown. (Touche x ((Pipes of Pan x Dawn Flight) x 
Rippling Waters)). HM '78 

Dusky Challenger (Schreiners '86) ......... $6.50 
This iris won the '86 AIS Cook Cup with good reason-this 
beautiful satin-finished, ruffled dark blue-violet-to-black 
has wonderful branching and bud count and great flowers. 
An excellent new variety. HC '84, HM '88, AM '90, First 
place Florence Iris Trials '89 

Dutch Girl (K. Mohr '81) ........................ $3.25 
Clean white standards; mid-blue falls. Good stalk and 
ruffling on a very nice approach to the elusive blue amoena. 
(Sea of Galilee x Winter Panorama) HM '84 

Echo de France (P. Anfosso '84) .............. $5.00 
This ruffled charmer has clean white standards which are 
offset by rich saffron yellow falls. Nicely branched stems 
with modestly sized blossoms. 

Edith Wolford (B. Hager '86) .......... ....... $5.00 
One of the most talked about irises in recent years and by far 
the best "yellow and blue" bicolor in recent memory. The 

flowers are clean, wide, and ruffled; branching, bud count, 
and plant vigor are all that could be asked for. (Merry 
Madrigal x Freedom Road). HM '88, AM '90 

Edna's Wish (J. Gibson '82) .................... $6.00 
This large, well-formed pink is different than the rest in the 
pink class due to the tints and shades of salmon and orange 
found in the coloring. (Starfrost Pink x Orange Plume sib ). 
HM'85 

Edvarg Grieg (C. Benson '81) ................. $3.25 
A blending of violet, orchid, lavender, and magenta in a 
huge, expansive, and broadly petaled flower. Nicely ruffled 
and really quite handsome. (Paris Opera x (Air de Ballet x 
Night Frost)). 

Eliza Rene (L. Gaulter '83) ...................... $3.25 
Laced rose-orchid-pink blend with strong reddish beards; 
larger flowers and tall stalks support the blossoms. (Holiday 
House x Venetian Dancer). 

Endless Love (C. Tompkins '87) .............. $4.50 
This broad, ruffled begonia pink has deeper rouge pink hafts 
and the wide, broad form is extremely attractive. Pretty for 
shape, and it also grows well. (Easy Grace x Pretty Please) 

Entourage (J. Ghio '77) ........................... $3.25 
A wonderful garden iris-old rose with lavender tints and 
reddish beards. Tons of good growth and bloom. Though 
the color will vary with the season, this is a garden iris that 
grows and blooms with great ease. ((Show Timex San 
Leandro) x (Ponderosa x New Moon)). HM '78, AM '80 

(r) Eternal Prince (J. Nelson '86) ............ $4.50 
Lavender standards are heavily flushed with sandlewood; 
the soft lavender falls are banded in sandlewood. Nicely 
shaped and it starts reblooming for us in late June and 
continues until we replant. (Sneak Preview x Chartreuse 
Ruffles). 

Exotic Dancer (K. Mohr '87) .................. $5.00 
When this iris first opens the standards are pink and the falls 
a dark and vivid reddish-purple. Tangerine-red beards only 
highlight the combination. As the flower expands, the pink 
standards hold their coloring, but the falls lighten into a 
magenta-purple that has a wonderfully unique white spray 
pattern in the center of the falls and a pinkish edge. 
(Tropical Tempo x Exotic Flare). 

(r) 
In this catalogue, rebloomersare indicated byan (r) in 
front of the name of the iris . 

Please note that we can never guarantee that an iris will 
rebloom. We can only report re blooming habits from 
our own garden. 
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(r) Feminine Wiles (J. Nelson '86) .. ... ... .. $7.00 
Despite heavy laced edges, this beauty in cattleya-orchid, 
flushed pink at the midribs and silvered beneath the tanger
ine-red beards, opens witl1out problems. Well-branched, 
lots of buds, and even a second wave of bloom in the 
summer. (( Pink Sleigh x Buffy) x (Lynn With Love x Buffy) 
x ((Springtime Fantasy x Pink Sleigh ) x Buffy x Pink 
Sleigh )) . HM '88 

Flaming Victory (J. Weiler '83) ............ ... $3.25 
We think that it is simply wonderful- basically a straw
yellow witl1 just a touch of pink in the standards, but the best 
thing about this iris is the bright tangerine-red beards. A 
fine, ruffied breakthrough in the search for red bearded 
yellows. AM '88 

Fort Bragg (D. Denney '89) .................. $10.00 
Exquisitely shaped and ruffied near sky-blud; one of the best 
1989 introductions. (Regent's Row x (Victoria Falls x 
Winterscape )) . HM '91 

(r) Foxy Lady (J. Nelson '87) ................... $5.00 
A ruffied, lightly laced form generously shows off the blue
pink standards and the pink falls; good quality and the fact 
tl1at it is a reliable rebloomer is a bonus. (Private Label x 
(Buffy x (Glacier Sunset x Burnished Rose ))) . HM '89 

Fresno Frolic (J. Weiler '80) ................... $3.25 
Bright cadmium orange blend. AM '85 

Full Moon Rising (D. Mohr '89) ............ $10.00 
A self of medium lemon-yellow with the coloring applied in 
an even, smooth manner; the color is accented by the round, 
full form with the generous, deep ruffiing and fluting and 
even a hint oflace. (Blushing Diana sib: Wings of Dreams 
x Starfrost Pink) X (Sun City x Temple Gold). 

Gaugin (Williamson '84) ........................ $4.00 
Different colors here - dark, but vivid mulberry red-violet; 
shrimp-red beards. Falls blend to an almost blackish edge. 
((Laurie x (Amethyst Flame x Pretty Carol )) X Baroque). 

Gay Parasol (Schreiners '74) .................. $3.25 
Blue lavender standards; dark violet fall s and lace, even. Still 
lovely and a really outstanding iris . (Davis Melodrama 
seedling X Margarita). HM '75 AM '77 . 

Gigolo (K. Keppel '82) ........... .. ............ ... $6.00 
With raspberry plicata edges the ground colors are rich 
apricot orange and bright tangerine beards higi-'Jight the 
entire ensemble. HM '86, AM '88 

Ginger Swirl (Schreiners '85) ............. .. .. $4.25 
Not a loud coloring with blended tan standards and white, 
round falls of milk-violet edged in a band of tan , but very 
satisfying. (F2 Chamber Music seedling). HM '87, AM '89 

God Bless (D. Mohr '84) ....... ... ... ........... $3 .50 
A widely formed variety with deep fluting and a beautiful self 
of deepest blue. As a contrast, the beards are near white . 
(( Cup Race x Tufted Cloud ) X (Shipshape x (Matinata x 
Grand Alliance ))). 

Going My Way (J. Gibson '72) .............. $3.25 
Darkest, concord-grape violet plicata with sparkling clean 
white grounds. A wonderful flower and plant. (Border 
Happy X Stepping Out). HM '73, AM '75 

Gold Galore (Schreiners '78) .. ................ $3.50 
It's hard to miss this one. Shorter, but the gold is brilliant 
and sunfast. This never fails to please. (West Coast X Warm 
Gold ). HM '80, AM '82 

Good Morning America (Sexton '79) ..... $3 .50 
Generous, ruffied, rounded form in a blue-white with 
deeper blue beards; wonderful. ((By Request x Heaven's 
Own) X Sea of Galilee sib.). HM '81, AM '83 

Good Times (Williamson '75) ................ $3.50 
A huge, old gold with a .lighter blaze of butter-yellow 
beneath the dark yellow beards. The large, bright flowers 
have always been popular with garden visitors . ( Craftsman 
X Reta Fry). 

Haida Dancer (T. Aitken '84) ................. $3.25 
This red-brown self is quite smooth for color and the form 
is broad, though tailored. Due to the interesting nature of 
the parentage, this may be grown in areas where many reds 
do not perform well. (Caramba X Spartan) . HM '86 

(r) Harvest of Memories (Zurbrigg '85) .. $5.00 
This rebloomer is better in every way than its parent, Corn 
Harvest-brighter yellow coloring, wider falls, and taller 
stalks, but it does start to rebloom a bit later than its parent. 
((Magic Memories x Key lime ) X Corn Harvest ) 

Heartlight (J. Nelson '87) ....................... $4.00 
A smooth blending of peaches and cream, it has the firm 
architecture needed to support the curves of these ruffied, 
orbicular flowers. Tangerine beards add to the overall effect 
of great beauty. 

Heather Blush (B. Hamner '77) .............. $3.50 
Pinkish standards and lavender blue falls-a thing of total 
beauty and great refinement that never ceases to give 
pleasure year after year. (Touch of Envy X (Touche x Misty 
Dawn )). HM '78, AM '82 

Heaven's Shore (G. Gaddie '86) ............. $3.25 
This medium blue is touched with violet shadings and has 
a nice, lightly ruffied and laced edging. We've been very 
pleased with the growth habits of this Nebraska bred variety. 
(Butterscotch Trim X Charisma). 

Heavenly Lark (K. Morh '91) ........ ..... ... $30.00 
A nice complement to Aerial Ballet. The purity of blue 
coloring is reproduced in a mid-to-dark blue self. With 
lovely ruffling and an elegant form, tl1is is another Mohr first 
rate blue iris 

Helen Ruth (K. Morh '89) ..... .... ............ $12.50 
This baby-ribbon pink with coral red beards is an excep
tional iris . Good on one year plants and two year clumps 
provide a mass of well spaced blooms and color. ( (Blushing 
Diana sib: Wings of Dreams x Starfrost Pink) X Valentine 
Roses ). 
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Hellcat (T. Aitken) .................................. $3.25 
This IB version of Mystique is a color gem. 

Hindenburg (B. Baryott '83) ................... $4.00 
It's hard to escape the flaming orange of this red bearded 
iris; a fine form, too, makes this a super variety. ( (West 
Coast x Sunny Delight) X Orange Empire). HM '85. AM 
'88 

Honky Tonk Blues (Schreiners '88) ...... $11.50 
With it's expansive, ruffled form, this is such a neat pattern 
- medium blue-violet washed and marbled in lighter blue
violet. Tall, well formed, and well branched, too. ( (Admiral 
Blue x Sailor's Dance) X (seedlings involving Neptune's 
Pool and Royal Regency Sib.)). 

(r) Image Maker (Williamson '88) .......... $3.25 
Smooth lemon and lime bicolor; this can and will rebloom, 
but its rebloom is erratic. Some years we get close to 100% 
rebloom, others nothing. May be best for rebloom in mild 
climates. (Buttonwillow X Baroque Prelude). 

(r) Immortality (L. Zurbrigg '82) ............. $5.00 
Very good for re blooming, this pure white self with light 
lemon-yellow beards produces rather short stems with close 
branching. HM '86, AM '90 

Imperial Theme (K. Mohr '88) ............... $6.00 
A full self of concord-grape violet, fit for an imperial court, 
is very special and wonderful indeed. With broad parts and 
light ruffling, the flower stalks themselves are very well 
branched and budded. (Celestial BalletX Cotton Carnival). 

Incognito (K. Mohr '91) ........................ $30.00 
A deep-blue iris, verging on blue-violet. Over 75% of the 
flowers open flat, trying to disguise themselves as Japanese 
iris flowers. Branching, bud count, and growth are all that 
would be expected from the Mohr blue lines. 

Instructor (A. Innerst '86) ....................... $4.50 
Early to bloom and an exceptional flower and plant-cream 
standards flushed yellow; wide, round falls are cream white 
with a violet plicata edging. (Spinning Wheel X Burgundy 
Brown) 

Intrepid (K. Mohr '89) ............................ $7.50 
A full medium-to-dark lavender-violet with whitish beards, 
the ruffled form and the rounded falls are especially attrac
tive on this variety. Add to the fine, large flowers a stalk that 
has three branches, spur, and terminal, and a plant that 
grows freely. (((Cup Race x Babbling Brook) x Five Star 
Admiral) X God Bless). 

Irish Spring (B. Roe' '73) .......... ............. $3.25 
Wide and fluted cream-.white with greenish shoulders. For 
mild climates since it will grow during the winter; cool and 
attractive. (Majestic Swan X seedlings involving Char
Maize, Appointee, Cool Valley, and Summit). HM '74. 

Jedi Knight (J. Nelson '88) .................. ... . $7.50 
The pastel cream-yellow standards are flushed, netted, 
washed in deeper country cream; the round, cream-white 
falls are banded in a wide edging of rich cream-yellow. 

Bright tangerine red beards add sparkle and life to this fine 
creation. 

Jesse's Song (Williamson '73) ....... .. ........ $3.50 
Methyl-violet plicata with cream-white grounds. The ac
cent is on generous, ruffled form and super fine growth; 
stalks are tall, well branched and multi-budded. (American 
Heritage sib. X (Smoke Rings x Decolletage)). HM '85, 
top AM '87, DM '90 

Kentucky Skies (K. Mohr '90) ............... $25.00 
Though tinted with blue when first open, the standards fade 
to pure white; the falls are a smooth, even, medium shade 
of medium sky-blue. Soft yellow beards complement the 
overall impression of the flower. With 37" stalks, good 
branching and bud count, and plants that grow and bloom 
with ease, this midseason variety is a welcome addition in the 
amoena class. (Dutch Girl X (Sea of Galilee x (Cup Race x 
Tufted Cloud)). 

Lady Friend (J. Ghio '81) .................... ... $3.25 
Such a color-cranberry-red poured over a cream base 
color. Totally unique and a wonderful growing plant. 
(Indian Territory X Countryman). HM '83 AM '85 

Lady Marie (Tell '75) ............ ... ........ ....... $3.25 
This has it all - clean white color, bright tangerine-red 
beards, and good growth, even. Recommended. Take our 
word - one of the best red bearded whites and it grows and 
blooms with ease. ((involving Convention Queen, Pink 
Formal, May Hall x Rippling Waters) X Crystal Blaze). HM 
'78 

Lake Placid (C. Benson '77) ................... $3.25 
Still one of the more pure, near true blue irises. Has a ruffled 
feeling, much like a favorite prom gown, and in addition has 
a pleasing fragrance. HM '78 

Last Call (Williamson '82) ............... ....... $5.00 
The lavender-cream standards have a deeper infusion of 
lavender at the mid-ribs; cream falls are stitched and sanded 
in darker lavender blue. Will bloom from mid-season to end 
of bloom season. (Smoke Rings X Montage). 

Latin Hideaway (H. Nichols '86) ............ $6.00 
With its clean hafts, sharp color contrast between the 
lavender tinted white standards and the garnet-red falls, and 
a pleasing, lightly ruffled form, this is the best new red 
amoena in years. Grows well in a variety of climates. (Taj 
Rani X In Tempo). Presidents Cup '88, HM '88, AM '90 

Lavender Queen (N. Bartlett '85) ........... $4.50 
A self oflavender violet that produces large spoons. (Fond 
Wish X (Ever and Every x Spooned Delight)). 

Leda's Lover (B. Hager '80) .................... $3.50 
Creamy white with yellow shadings and ruffles galore. 
Proving to be a good variety for most-to-all growing areas 
and climates. ( Geometrics sib X Ice Sculpture). Cook Cup 
'81, HM '82, AM '84 

Little Much (J. Ghio '86) ........................ $2.50 
Cool white standards are flushed blue and the standards are 
off white. One of the largest flowers in the garden. 
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((Crushed Velvet x Mary Frances) x (Surf Rider x (Sea 
Venture x Mystique))) x Perfect Couple sib) 

Los Banos (Williamson '89) .................... $7.50 
A rich brown with a generous outpouring of golden and tan 
at the hafts. In cooler weather, the flowers take on distinct 
chocolate shades; when the weather is warmer, the brown 
takes on shades of ripe wheat. (Post Time X Chamber 
Music). 

Love and Desire (Williamson '83) .......... $3.25 
The accent is on sculpted form. Creamy pink with matching 
coral-red beards; beautiful S-curved stalks. (Words ofLove 
X Dreaming). 

Love Magic (J. McWhirter '81) .............. . $3.25 
Heavily laced and ruffled blossoms of rosy lavender-pink 
blend are highlighted by shrimp-red beards. A hot, vivid 
coloring, but yet it is quite refined and sure to please. 
(Clarendon X Pink Sleigh). HM '84 

Love Poem (Williamson '86) .................. $4.00 
A shimmering creation of concord stained orchid with 
highlights of peach, apricot, and pink with red beards, heavy 
lacing, and plants that grow and bloom with ease. (Words 
of Love X Fantasy Faire). 

Lullaby of Spring (Schreiners '86) ........... $8.00 
A quiet color, but a super garden iris-starts blooming early 
and continues to bloom for four weeks. A pastel lemon 
andlavender bicolor. (sdlg X Sweet Musette). HM '89 

STANDARDS 

Mahogany Rush (Williamson '85) .......... $.325 
A self of mahogany-red that is nicely formed and the flowers 
are highlighted by bronze beards. Flowers are carried on 
well-branched stalks. (((Gay Tracery x Witches' Brew) x 
War Lord) X Anticipation). 

Malaysia (J. Ghio '76) ................ ............. $3.25 
A very good coloring; large, lightly ruffled flowers of 
medium-brown have a golden glow to them; one of the best 
Ghio browns. (Ponderosa X Saffron Rober). HM '77 

Memorandum (Williamson '72) ............. $3.25 
A warm, ruffled cream-white self even to the creamy-lemon
white beards, this always provides lots of good bloom every 
year. ( Color Design X Winter Olympics) 

Metaphor (Williamson '77) ...... ............ .. $3.25 
Shapely flowers and plants that grow and bloom with ease; 
a blend of pink and apricot, touched with amber, and 
highlighted by red beards. An easy to grow variety. (Avanti 
X Launching Pad). 

Miss Atlanta (D. Mohr '90) ............... .... $15.00 
A very early bloomer, this shorter variety (32") has beauti
fully shaped standards with a medium tint ofazalea-pink and 
tl1e wide, broad falls have a softer tint of azalea-pink, paling 
to cream-pink around the tangerine beards. Will grow and 
bloom well in mild and harsh climates. ((Blushing Diana 
sib.: Wings of Dreams x Starfrost Pink) X (Sun City x 
Temple Gold)). 

STYLE CREST 
(or CLAW) 

~STIGMA 

Mists of Avalon 

BEARD -'~ fE_' .. J· ~ STAMEN 

(K. Mohr '90) ... $15.00 
This refined neglecta has stan -
<lards oflight lavender-blue and 
falls of medium-to-dark laven
der blue. The standards' color 
is repeated in a smooth overlay 
at the shoulders, giving the 
flowers a silvered effect. Soft 
lemon beards, tipped white, 
complete the beautifully 
shaped flowers; the 37" tall 
stalks have three branches, spur, 
and terminal. ((Mystique x 
(Cool Head x Marguerita) X 
Mystic Waters sib.:(Broadwalk 
x Sea of Galilee)). 

THREE FALLS ~ ;-.:¥ 

SPATHE----------------

Paris of a bearded iris flower 
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HAFT (narrowest) 
AREA OF FALL 

Modern Music 
(J. Nelson '90) .. $1 7 .50 
The heavily laced and 
substanced flowers are carried 
on 38" tall stalks that bloom in 
the midseason. The stalks have 
three branches, spur, and ter
minal and eight or more buds. 
The firmly cupped standards 
are a rich apricot-orange and 
the falls are a full tone of straw
orange. 



Modern Venus (E. Sellman '76) .............. $3.25 
Light lavender and rose-lavender bicolor. A fine iris that will 
please and it never got any awareds despite its wonderful 
color and shape. (Apropos X Margarita) 

Montevideo (J. Ghio '87) ....................... $6.00 
Huge, ruffled flowers of blended orange are flushed pink in 
the midribs and are produced by plants that grow and bloom 
with ease. ( (Act of Love x (Feminine Charm x ( (New Moon 
x Ponderosa) x White Lightning))) x Coral Satin) HM '89 

(r) Mountain Violet (B. Hamner '85) ..... $3.50 
Soft and subtle - lavender standards tinted pink and pastel 
rose-violet falls -a winning color combination and can be a 
reliable mild climate rebloomer. (Entourage X Heather 
Blush). HM '87 

Mulled Wine (K. Keppel '82) .................. $4.00 
This lacy raspberry-burgundy, flushed apricot, is one of the 
most unique colors in recent years, and it's also one of the 
all-time pretty Keppel irises for form and shape. (seedlings 
involving Amiga's Guitar, Rippling Waters, Gypsy Lullaby, 
Babbling Brook, Salmon River X Maraschino). AM '86 

My Girl Friend (Williamson '78) ............ $3.50 
Burnt orange blend of pretty form and wonderful growth 
habits that combines good Gaulter's growth habits and in a 
plant that is free of bloom. (Baroque X Meggie) 

Mystic Waters (K. Mohr '83) .................. $4.00 
This lavender and violet neglecta with lots of ruffiing and 
superior branching is not only good, it's really great! 

Navy Chant (W. Luihn, '82) ... ................ $3.50 
Big and blocky and broad in the deepest navy-blue to blue
black; we consider this the best California black. (Dusky 
Dancer X His lordship). HM '84 

New Age (K. Mohr '91) ........................ $30.00 
A laced lavender-violet that grows and blooms well in 
temperate climates. This child of Added Praise X Grand 
Waltz opens its shapely, laced flowers without problem, and 
the coloring - a smooth, clean medium tint oflavender from 
the violet side, is most satisfying. 

Night Owl (Schreiners '73) .................... $3.25 
This dark navy-blue with blackish tints has good coloring at 
a good price; good for growth in milder areas. (Prince 
Indigo X Nightslide). HM '74, AM '76 

Noble House (J. McWhirter '88) ...... .... ... $5.00 
Tall, majestic stalks carry the refined, ruffied, majestic 
flowers of rich, deepest blue-violet; plant habits, branching, 
and bud count are all exemplary. (Night Club X sib.). 

Nordic Seas (K. Mohr '82) ...................... $3.50 
A most pleasing neglecta of blue and deep blue-violet in 
wide, ruffled flowers; combining the best of Sexton and 
Ghio: Sea of Galilee X Mystique in an easy-to-grow variety 
that updates Mystique in a better form and with better 
branching. HM '84 

Olymparico (Williamson '90) ............... $15.00 
A very early bloomer, reaching its peak two weeks before the 
rest of iris start to bloom. A cream-white self, though close 
examination reveals a flush of yellow in the heart of the 
flowers. The beards are cream-yellow. Not recommended 
for cold climates due to its parentage. ( (Vernal Falls x White 
Lightning) X Dream Affair) 

Olympiad (J. Ghio '84) ........................... $3.00 
Tall, deeply ruffled blue-white with deeper flushes ofblue
violet up the midribs of the standards and around the beards; 
nicely branched. (Bubbling Over XMaryFrances). HM '86 
AM '88 

Orange Burst (G. Shoop '84) ...... ........... . $4.00 
An early flowering bitone with the standards of brightest 
orange and the softer orange falls blended with straw
orange; after a slow start, this now grows well for us. ( China 
Dragon X Queen of Hearts seedling.) 

Orange Float (H. C. Mohr '85) ............. $10.00 
Very popular iris with orange standards and cream white falls 
with a wide band of orange. Very nice, but still in short 
supply. ((Old Flame x Bride's Halo) X Exuberant). 

Orange Wave (H. C. Mohr '88) .............. $6.00 
A full vallencia orange self, and as the second part of the 
name indicates, it is one of the more vigorous varieties we 
grow. Lots of good, upright growth and tons of bloom. 

Pandora's Purple (A. Ensminger '81) ...... $4.00 
The violet color is broken with irregular white splotches. A 
fun iris that is also nice. ( Charmed Circle X Inty Greyshum). 
HM'83 

(r) Paprika Fono's (I. Nelson '87) ........... $5.00 
A darkly and richly colored plicata - reddish -brown flowers 
with cream-yellow grounds. This will start to rebloom in 
late September. 

Parquet (Williamson '87) ....................... $5.00 
With it ultra wide parts - hafts touching, of course, and its 
closed standards, ruffling, and flaired falls, Parquet's form 
cannot be faulted. The coloring is all in muted wood tones 
- soft sandlewood with rosewood shadings and darker 
rosewood shoulders. (Plum Gleam X Flaminco). 

Peach Luster (B. Hamner '82) ................ $3.50 
A great garden iris. Grows and blooms with ease. Big, 
broad, blocky peach-pink flowers; falls creamy. Beautiful, 
rugged, sturdy stalks with lots of buds. (Beauty Crown X 
unknown). 

Perils of Pauline (K. Mohr '89) ............. $10.00 
With heavy substance, the medium sized flowers of a soft 
tint of blue-orchid are deeply laced, though the flowers have 
no problem opening. The beards are bright tangerine-red 
with the top of the beards a distinctive lavender-blue. 
(Wings of Dreams X (Pink Sleigh x Cherub Choir)) . 

Pink Sleigh (N. Rudolph '70) .................. $3.25 
This is still one of the best pinks on the market. The richest 
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blue-pink in a deeply laced form . Wonderful. (Seedling x 
Pink Taffeta). HM '71, AM '73 

Pirates' Moon (J. Nelson '87) ................. $7.50 
This elegantly shaped and deeply fluted reverse bicolor has 
pinkish -orange falls. The vivid tangerine-red beards high
light the coloring. Of exceptional quality. (Homecoming 
Queen X (Georgia Girl x ((Glacier Sunset x Wenatchee 
Valley) x Hayride))). 

Pledge Allegiance (Schreiners '84) ......... $4.00 
A wonderful shade of navy-blue with a wide, generous form, 
light ruffling, and all the good qualities that are to be 
expected in modern irises. (((Seedling x ((Blue Glow x 
Black Belle) x Storm Warning)) x (Black Swan x Navy 
Strut)) X Neptune's Pool seedling). HC '82, HM '86, AM 
'88 

Plum Crazy (I. Nelson '84) ..................... $4.00 
With cream-white grounds, this fuscia-plum plicata has a 
broad, ruffled shape, fine branching and bud count; Plum 
Crazy is an exceptional parent for plicatas in a wide range of 
colors and patterns. (Smoke Rings X Decolletage). 

Poet (Williamson '84) ............................ $4.00 
Tall, well branched and multi-budded rose-pink plicata with 
ruffling and soft red beards. Grows well. (Osage Buff X 
Smoke Rings ). HM '86 

Precious Moments (J. Catty '83) ............. $5.00 
The accent of this soft yellow and cream reverse bi tone is on 
the wide, ruffled, elegant form. (( Heaven's Best x (Winter 
OlympicsxAzure Lace)) x Dream Affair ). HM '85,AM '88 

Pretty in Pink (Williamson '87) .............. $4.00 
When this rose-pink plicata first opens, the ground color is 
creamy pinkish-orange, but ages to a pale cream pink. The 
rose-pink plicating is applied with artful brushing. Soft 
tangerine-red beards only serve to complete the harmony of 
this creation . (Portavilla X Smoke Rings ). 

Private Dancer (J. Nelson '86) .... .. ......... $7.50 
This wonderful garden iris upsets all the rules about pink 
toned irises not growing well. A lovely peach-pink self with 
tangerine beards, the tall stalks are well branched and 
budded and the plants grow with total abandon. (((Flame 
and Sand x Buffy) x ( Latin Lover x(Tinsel Town x Wenatchee 
Valley))) X (( Coral Comments x Pink Taffeta) x Buffy)) . 

Prom Gown (Williamson '86) ..... ...... ..... $3.00 
This shorter flowering cream is blended, netted, and flushed 
in soft yellow. Nicely ruffled form and lightly laced, too . 
The vigorous plants grow and flower freely. (Islands of 
Light X Pink Sleigh ). 

Punkin Patch (D. Denny '89) .... ............. $6.00 
A light blending of pumpkin orange that is lightly laced and 
the plants grow and bloom with great ease . (Brandy X All 
That Jazz ). 

Quasar (B. Hamner '86) ......................... $7.50 
One of the first Tall Bearded irises to bloom in the spring 
and a brilliant bitoned yellow as deep as it is possible without 
being gold. Great color, but slower for growth. 

Queen in Calico (J. Gibson '80) ............. $5.00 
One of the most unique and fabulous of the Gibson 
creations - a creamy orange ground plicata with fancy 
markings of pinkish-magenta. Fine form and tangerine red 
beards. (( Orange Plush x Anon) X (Orange Plush x 14-
9A)) . HM '82, AM '84 

Bearded Iris are hardy perennials grown from rhi
zomes. They will survive in most climates but they do 
like cold winters . They are ideal plants for inland and 
high country. 

Tall Bearded Iris should be planted in a well 
prepared and heavily fertilized soil in an open position 
that gets as much sun as possible. Avoid the use of 
animal manures near the rhizomes as this may induce 
rot. A well -prepared bed will have a lot of animal 
manure incorporated well under the soil so that the 
roots can get down among it. We like to incorporate 
a small handful of an 8 to 9 month slow release 
fertilizer in the soil at planting time . Bearded Iris like 
an alkaline soil so the soil is best prepared with a liberal 
dosing of lime or dolomite. 

Rhizomes are best planted at a distance of 12 to 
18 inches apart and such that the top of the rhizome 
is at ground level. For best results planting should be 
done between April and November but these iris can 
be moved at any time without risk of loss. They 
should be lifted and divided when they make large 
clumps. This usually takes 3 to 4 years . A large clump 
can be established quickly by planting three to six of 
one variety. 

Once planted the rhizomes should be well wa
tered for about three weeks to a month and then 
treated as a normal garden plant. 

Ramona Howard (J . McWhirter '90) ..... $12.50 
A beautifully ruffled iris of dark blueish-purple. The beards 
are blue to white . (Winterscape X Hilo Shore) 

Repartee (C. Smith '68) .......................... $3.00 
This has been the standard variety for a good red and white 
amoena since its introduction . Still has great appeal with 
garden visitors. (Grosvenor X Paradox ). HM '70 

Rare Treat (Schreiners '87) ..................... $6.00 
You will enjoy the sterling qualities of this ruffled, blue and 
white plicata. Simply put, it is the best recent blue and white 
plicata on the market. (Blue Staccato X (Quiet Times x 
Socialite )). HM '89 

Raw Honey (H. Mohr '83) ...................... $3.00 
So very different from the usual brown irises we've seen in 
recent years. This is a honey-brown blend with the accent 
on lovely fluted form and good, even exemplary, plant 
habits (( Light of Love x Tawny Mink) X Coffee House) 

Renoir (Williamson '88) ......................... $6.00 
A pastel sunset blend of pink, apricot, cream and orange 
with a suggestion of a deeper banding of apricot-pink on the 
falls . ((Words of Love x Georgia Girl) X Sunrise Sunset). 
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Return to Elegance (I. Nelson '88) .......... $7.50 
A pastel lavender, the rose plicata markings are generously 
applied around the edges of the standards and falls and the 
center grounds are a soft cream-yellow. 

Role Model (D. Denney '88) .................. $4.00 
Warm rose-pink standards are carried over darker rose falls 
that pale beneath the bright-red beards. ((Spectacular Bid 
x Brandy) X All that Jazz). HM '90 

Royal Kingdom (B. Hamner '82) ............ $3.00 
Rich reddish-plum blend that has pleasing, lilting form and 
good growth habits. Blue beards tipped mustard. Few 

ThePCH 

Satin Knight (Williamson '91) .............. $30.00 
A cream-white with greenish-tinted touching shoulders, the 
accent is on heavy substance, ruffling, a lovely, broad form, 
and the satin finish. This iris combines the best of both 
parents. (Irish Spring X Dream Affair). 

Shaman (S. DuBose '80) ............... ..... .. .. . $3.00 
With dark gold standards and almost wine-black falls, this is 
a very effective color in a modern, lightly ruffled, and 
rounded form; the stalks are fine, too, with great branching. 
(Tambourine X Shipshape). HM '82 

Shopper's Holiday J. McWhirter '89) ...... $7.00 
This elegantly formed mauve blue-pink with 
deeper mauve shoulders is growing and bloom
ing well in mild and harsh climates. (Brandy X 
Love Magic) 

Reblooming Collection 
Show Biz (J. Gatty '80) ............. $3.00 
This color is so wonderfully and smoothly ap
plied-butterscotch-gold standards and deep 

Tennessee Ridge 

Breakers 

Foxy Lady 

Harvest of Memories 

Immortality 

22.50 

Save $7.50 off the standard catalogue price 

wine-red falls. It has style. ( ( ( Gala Madrid x War 
Lord)xMoltenEmbers)XDarkRitual) HM '82 

Silverado (Schreiners '87) ....... $10.00 
Cool blue-white with a lovely ruffled form, and 
impeccable growth habits. Even wonderful 
branching and bud count. ( (Starina x Navy 
Strut) X Carriage Trade) HM '89 

Simply Majestic (K. Mohr '90) $12.50 
This deeply ruffled, satin finished deep blue
violet self has a wide, expansive, ruffled form and 
the large flowers are carried on stalks that have 
three branches, spur, and terminal and double 
buds in all sockets. Looking equally handsome 
on one year plants, as in a clump, the plants grow 
and bloom with ease. In warm weather it will 
take on some red-violet tones and tints to its 
coloring. ( ( ( Cup Race x Babbling Brook) x Navy 
Strut) X (Deep Pacific x His Lordship) . 

Skating Party (L. Gaulter '83) ... $3.00 
This large flowered, ruffled clean white self is 
clearly at the head of this color class. Sturdy stalks 

/; display several well-spaced flowers at a time. 
',·;-:::======================:=:::- ( Carriage Trade x Portrait ofLarrie) X Sib). AM 

people, alas, have seen and grown this iris and it is really quite 
outstanding. ( Pagan X ( ( Red Planet x J ewe! Tone) x 
Swahili)). 

Ruby Wilson (D. Denney '89) ............... . $7.50 
We don't normally list Border Irises, but this one is too good 
to miss - a very smooth enameled maroon with a velvet sheen 
and cherry infusion. Selected best new intro at Region 14 's 
'89 Spring Regional. (Spectacular Bid X Maroon Bells). 

Saint Valentine (D. Mohr '83) ................ $3.00 
A very clean white self with very bright red beards. This child 
of Cindy O ) X Lady Marie combines the best qualities of 
both parents in a plant that grows and blooms with ease in 
mild and cold climates. 

'89; Winner of Southern California out-of
region award, '85 

Smooth Talk (L. Gartman '82) ............... $3.00 
Tall stalks carry effective flowers of a rich, pinkish-salmon
orange. (Carved Cameo X Entourage). HM '84 

Social Climber (G. Shoop '82) ............... $3.00 
From one of the oldest established pink lines, you will like 
this deep, rich baby-ribbon pink self. Nicely shaped flowers 
and many of them on nicely branched stalks. A Class Act. 

(r) Soft Jazz (Schreiners '82) .......... .. ... .... $3.00 
The tawny gold standards have an infusion of wine; the 
rounded falls are deep wine-black. Much to our great 
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surprise, we found out that it starts to rebloom in California 
in late September. (Seedling x Dialogue). HM '84 

Sostenique (B. Blyth '75) ........................ $.300 
Apricot-pink standards and veronica-violet falls; red beards, 
too, on what I feel is the most finished Blyth iris. ((Lilac 
Champagne x Bon Vivant) X Latin Tempo) 1986 Austra
lian Dykes Medal 

Spectacular Bid (D. Denney '81) ........... $3.00 
A very smooth, dark wine-red to red-black with the falls 
shaded slightly darker than the standards. The form is 
pleasing, though tailored, and the branching and bud count 
are in double digits. Easy to grow and easy flowering, too. 
(Manuel X Royal Trumpeter). HM '83 

Speculator (J. Ghio '82) .......................... $3.00 
Simply huge flowers with deep bubbling ruffling in a bright 
and clean yellow-gold blazed slightly lighter in the falls. 
((Coffee House x (Hi Top x ((Ponderosa x Travel On) x 
Peace Offering)) X Well Endowed) HM '85, AM '87 

Standing Ovation (J. Nelson '90) .......... $20.00 
The most distinctively pink iris that we have seen - a full self 
of deep, watermelon pink. The wonderful saturation of 
color is applied evenly and smoothly throughout the entire 
flower. The form is good, and we know that Standing 
Ovation will pass its coloring along to its children. At 34" 
this midseason variety grows and blooms well. Some 
rebloom can be expected. 

Star Wars (E. Roderick '81) ........ ........... . $3.00 
Blue-violet, and what a wonderful deep coloring it is. Ditto 
on the form, ruffling, and branching; self-toned beards. 
(Ruffled Ballet X Navy Strut). HM '83, AM '85 

(r) Stellar Lights (T. Aitken '86) ............ .. $4.00 
Deep blue-violet with a white spray pattern around the 
white beards. Will re bloom in Oregon and bloomed for us 
three times one year! (Navy Strut X Sea Wolf). HM '88 

Sultan's Palace (Schreiners '77) .............. $3.00 
A very nice wine-red, toned red brown, and it does well in 
the garden and in milder areas where many reds don't do 
well. ((Sdlg. x Glowing Tiara) X Spartan). HM '79 

Summer Magic (J. McWhirter '88) .......... $5.00 
Light lavender standards float above red-violet falls and the 
entire flower is whirled in heavy lace; attracted lots of good 
attention last year. (Tequila Sunrise X sib.) 

Sunday Chimes (M. Hamblen '78) .......... $3.00 
For a pink, quite tall, strong stalks, and a smooth and deep 
pink coloring. We think that it is overlooked. (Flamingo 
Fling X Carolina Delight). HM '80 

Sunlit Coral (H. Monroe '89) ............... $10.00 
A blend of coral, pink, and apricot-orange, the flowers are 
wide and lightly laced. Even when growing under less than 
ideal garden conditions, Sunlit Coral continues to be beau
tiful and desirable. (Pink Sleigh X Minnesota Glitters). 

Sunshine Lace (K. Mohr '85) .................. $3.00 
As the name implies, a nice lemon yellow, blazed light 

yellow in the falls, and the excellently formed flowers are 
encircled in a heavy edging of lace. Exemplary plants. 
(Grand Waltz X Sunshine Express). 

Sunshine Song (D. Niswonger '86) ......... $4.00 
We think this is the nicest yellow amoena to come along in 
years-cream white standards and cream falls with deeper 
yellow veining. Nicely ruffled, elegantly shaped flowers; 
good growing plants. HM '88 

Superstition (Schreiners '77) .................. $3.00 
Red tinted black with a velvet finish, ruffling and fine form. 
Best of the recent blacks here. (Sdlg. x Navy Strut). HM 
'78, AM '81 

Tangerine Dream (J. Nelson '86) ............ $4.00 
At 32 ', this is a pure and simple color gem - a vivid tangerine
orange with a flush of pink at the base of the midribs. (Buffy 
x (Glacier Sunset x Burnished Rose)) X (George Girl x 
((Glacier Sunset x Wenatchee Valley) x Hayride)). 

Target (J. McWhirter '89) ... .................. .. $6.00 
Hot, vivid lavender toned blue-violet, flushed with a hint of 
pink, and highlighted with bright, bushy tangerine beards; 
a neat coloring and a sturdy growing and freely blooming 
plant. (Touche X Regent's Row). 

(r) Tennison Ridge (J. Begley '89) ......... $10.00 
. This rebloomer has fine form and tl1e cream grounds are 
edged with plicata bands of rich, vibrant plum-burgundy. 
Bronze beards complete this exceptional iris that will be very 
popular due to its bright wine coloring. (Splash of Wine X 
Cozy Calico). 

Theatre (K. Keppel '81) ................ ......... . $3.00 
In so many ways this is far better than its better known sister 
seedling, Broadway. a cool lavender-blue and blue-violet 
fancy plicata tl1at is nicely formed and the plants GROW 
with ease and are free flowering. This is really very nice. 
( ( ( ( (Irma Melrose x Tea Apron) x ( (Fu! Circle x Rococo) x 
Tea Apron)) x April Melody) x Caramba) X Flamenco). 
HM '83, AM '86 

Thriller (Schreiners '88) .................... ...... $7.50 
While not a huge flower, this is a wonderful coloring - rich, 
deep, glowing full red-violet self with pretty, full, ruffled 
form; the branching and bud count are all superfine, too. 
((Lorilee x Lacy X) X (involving Sailor's Dance and Royal 
Regency sib.)).HM '90 

Tide's In (Schreiners '83) ........................ $3.00 
Wide and billowing of form, this lightly ruffled and fluted 
blue is tl1e best recent "true" blue coloring. (Fashion Trend 
X (Sapphire Hills x ( seedling x Tidelands))). HM '85, AM 
'87 

Time for Love (Williamson '85) ..... .. ....... $3.00 
The color is full apricot-pink self even to the beards, riveting 
attention on the wide, rounded, and £laired form that is sure 
to attract attention. (Words of Love X Avanti). 

(r) Tut's Gold (Schreiners '81) ................ $3.00 
In California this has been more of a yellow-to-gold bicolor 
that has great saturation of coloring. Pretty, lightly ruffled, 
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and it has wide falls. An added plus is that we discovered that 
is can and will rebloom in California in October! (Saffron 
Rober X unknown). HM '81 AM '83 

Valentine Roses (D. Mohr '80) ............... $3.00 
A soft cream affair of an even light but effective tint of 
salmon-pink. The fine color is further accented red beards, 
lovely form, and plants that grow and bloom with true 
hybrid vigor. (Yellow Chiffon X Kentucky Derby). HM '82 

Van Gogh (Williamson '85) ... ................ $3.00 
This early blooming saffron yellow and ocher-yellow blend 
is especially welcome since it starts blooming early in the 
year. The lightly ruffled flowers are exceptionally wide. Van 
gogh gives its best results in cooler, wetter weather areas. 
(Solano X ((Wenatchee Valley x Glacier Sunset) x Avanti)). 

Varga Girl (H. Monroe '86) .................... $3.50 
A shorter tall bearded with 32" stalks. A clear tint ofblue
pink and cream-pink falls banded in blue-pink. Shapely and 
ruffled and complimented by the cream-tangerine beards. 
In the field, Varga Girl will be in constant bloom from late 
June through September. (Cherished x (Lilac Champagne 
x Orchid Brocade)) X ( (New Frontier x Signature) x (New 
Moon x Pink Sleigh)). 

Victor Herbert (C. Benson '77) .............. $3.00 
Such a clarity of sky blue here and such a fine formed thing; 
shorter stalks with beautiful branching, buds. ( (Arctic Fury 
x (Henry Shaw x (Melissa x Van Cliburn))) x (Tidelands x 
Skywatch)). HM '78 

Villain (K. Keppel '81) ............................ $3.00 
Late flowering with yellow-gold standards, tinted greenish, 
and dark reddish-black falls. Easy to grow variety. (Dusky 
Dancer X ((Montage sib x Happy Ending) x Ghio 67-
20W)). HM '83 

Warrior King (Schreiners '85) ................. $7.50 
With its deeply ruffled form, this new red has a glossy finish 
and it is all that could be expected from one of the oldest and 
best red lines. (Spartan seedling X ((Vitafire x War Lord) x 
seedling)). HC '83, HM 87 

West Coast (M. Knopf '68) ..................... $3.00 
Still super-fine and still one of the richest, deepest yellow
gold selfs ever produced. Easy growth and good plant 
habits. (Denver MintX Celestial Glory). HM '69, AM '71 

Our Iris Catalogue 

Copies of this catalogue may be obtained for $2.00 which 
covers the cost of printing and mailing. This $2.00 fee can 
be deducted from your first iris order 

If we have not heard from you for 5 years, you will be 
dropped from our mailing list. If you do not wish to order, 
but wish to continue to receive our catalogue, please let us 
know so we can keep you on the mailing list. 

1992 
Gift Iris List 

Comedian 

Drakes Bay 

Satin Knight 

Heavenly Lark 

Incognito 

Kentucky Skies 

New Age 

Celtic Prince 
We reserve the right to substitute on the Gift Iris List 
items due to demand. It is also not unusual, depend
ing on our stock, to add other items as special gift 
irises on orders. 

Terms Used in This Catalogue 

Amoena : Now used to describe bearded irises with white 
standards and colored falls which may be blue, purple, 
yellow, or pink. 

Bicolor: A flower having standards and falls of different 
color, the falls darker then the standards. 

Bitone: A flower having standards and falls of different the 
same color. 

Neglecta: Standards are a lighter tint than the falls of blue, 
purple, or violet. 

Plicata: Usually white to yellow flowers edged with a plicate 
or stitched and dotted darker-colored pattern around the 
edges. 

Self: An iris with standards and falls of the same color. 

Substance: The thickness of the petals 
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Ordering Information and Terms of Sale 

Guarantee 

We guarantee to ship plants that 
are true to variety and in prime 
condition for growing. We 
CANNOT guarantee plants af
ter safe delivery of good plants; 
weather and growing conditions 
in your garden are beyond our 
control. Please advise us imme
diately of any plants that are not 
satisfactory .. 

When to Order 

To assure a full selection and 
timely delivery, it is best to order 
promptly upon receipt of the 
catalogue. All bearded irises are 
shipped July through Septem
ber so that plants can become 
established before ground tem
peratures cool. 

Telephone Orders 

Charges to MasterCard and Visa 
accounts are welcome. Tele
phone ( 408) 370-2955. Collect 
calls are not accepted. 

Shipment 

We ship parcel UPS ground ser
vice. Any request for shipments 
UPS Blue Label 2nd day air must 
include an additional $7.50 per 
order. 

Availability 

Inventories are planned several 
years in advance so that they can 
be more than adequate; none
theless, circumstances can and 
do change with living things. 
With your permission, we will 
substitute a comparable variety 
of equal value. 

Payment 

Remittance in the form of check, 
money order, or credit card in
formation ( MasterCard and Visa 
accepted) should accompany all 
orders. As we are a cash busi
ness, credit card accounts will be 
charged when the order is placed. 
Refunds, where appropriate are 
made promptly and in the case 
of credit card orders, refunds are 
made in the form of a credit to 
the credit card account. 

Packing and Delivery 
Charges 

These charges, which are calcu
lated on the basis of total mer
chandise values, are paid by the 
customer in advance. We do not 
ship C.O.D. These charges are 
for shipments in the Continental 
U.S. only. See the order form 
for a listing of packing and deliv
ery charges. 

Sales Tax 

All orders shipped to a Califor
nia address must include Cali
fornia Sales Tax. The state of 
California requires us to charge 
sales tax depending on the county 
in which you live. So please 
determine what your sales tax 
rate is, and enter it on your or
der. 

Foreign Orders 

Overseas and Canadian orders 
are always welcome. Due to 
additional documentation and 
handling costs involved, it has 
necessitated our placing a mini
mum of$75 .00 perorder. When 
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applicable, we suggest that for
eign customers pool their orders 
to minimize costs. To assure 
you getting the rhizomes with
out delay, all foreign orders are 
shipped U .S. Parcel Post Air. 
Please advance shipping and 
documentation costs as follows :: 
Onordersof$75.00to$100.00, 
an amount of$40 .00; orders of 
$101.01 to $200.00, an amount 
of$80.00; orders of$200.00 to 
$300:00,anamountof$120.00. 
Where no phytosanitary certifi
cates are required, reduce the 
advance by $15. 00. At the time 
of shipment, we shall adjust by 
either a charge invoice or refund 
to reflect the actual costs. 

Special 
Gift Irises 

for Your Order 

Special Gift Irises are our way of 
telling you that we appreicate 
your business, and wish to thank 
you for your order.For each 
$30.00 of your order, you may 
select an iris from the special gift 
list. For example, on an order of 
$30.00 in plants, you may select 
one gift iris; for an order of 
$60.00, you may select two gift 
irises, etc. 

Important: on orders placed 
priorto June 15, 1992, you may 
select one additional iris of your 
choice from the gift iris list. 

Since it is impossible to antici
pate the demand for gift irises, 
we reserve the right to substitute 
if we are out of any specific gift 
iris . Additional gift irises may be 
enclosed in your order depend
ing on the size of the order and 
our stock. 



Pacific Coast Hybridizers Order Form 
P. 0. Box 972, Campbell, CA 95009-0972 

Ordered By Shi o: if different 

Name ____________ _ Name ____________ _ 

Street ____________ _ Street ____________ _ 

City _____________ _ City _____________ _ 

State/zip code _________ _ State/zip code _________ _ 

Street address is necessary for UPS delivery. 

Method of Payment 
o Check or Money Order enclosed 
o Charge to Visa 
o Charge to MasterCard 

Acct. No I I I I ~ I I I I I I I I I I 
Expires CI] 

Signature ____________ _ 
Required for all charge purchases 

Quantity Variety Name 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1. Complete terms of sa le are given on 
page 15. 

2. Bearded iris are shped in July, August, 
and September 

3. If you do not want substitutes on this 
order, please check here: D 

Price Each Total Price 

lvou need more space use a blank sheet of paper 
Please Add Packing and Handling Charge Total Order: 

Number of Plants Add California Residents add local 
Up to 10 plants $3.50 sales Tax 
11 to 20 plants $4.50 

Shipping and Handling Charge 
21 to 30 plants $6.00 
31 to 40 plants $7.00 
Over 40 plants $8.00 

.. . . 
Important. Tall bearded and Lows1ana ms are shipped separately and at 
different times, and combined orders must include 2 handling charges 

(See table at left) 

Total Enclosed 
..,•:,. 
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Celtic Prince Champagne Taste Comedian 
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Modern Music 

Perils of Pauline Role Model 

Simply Majestic 

Pacific Coast Hybridizers 
P. 0. Box 972 
Campbell, CA 95009-0972 
Forwarding and return postage gttaranteed . 
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